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Word Power Dictionary
The Little Oxford Dictionary, Thesaurus, and Wordpower Guide provides three books in one compact and durable format. It offers the
most authoritative and up-to-date coverage of current English, with a dictionary containing over 40,000 words, phrases, and
definitions, and a thesaurus with more than 65,000 alternative words. Matching dictionary and thesaurus entries are presented on
the same page for quick and easy reference. A unique Wordpower Guide offering a vocabulary builder, lists offrequently misspelled
words, and collective nouns for animals and birds helps you to enrich your vocabulary and use the English language more
effectively.
5000 Difficult English Words and their Meanings. | Advanced Words in English Language | Letter A -- 275 Words | Letter B -- 242
Words | Letter C -- 438 Words | Letter D -- 321 Words | Letter E -- 238 Words | Letter F -- 233 Words | Letter G -- 171 Words |
Letter H -- 149 Words | Letter I -- 266 Words | Letter J -- 51 Words | Letter K -- 19 Words | Letter L -- 132 Words | Letter M -175 Words | Letter N -- 66 Words | Letter O -- 109 Words | Letter P -- 393 Words | Letter Q -- 22 Words | Letter R -- 303 Words |
Letter S -- 787 Words | Letter T -- 205 Words | Letter U -- 172 Words | Letter V -- 98 Words | Letter W -- 112 Words | Letter XYZ
-- 23 Words Sample This: 01 -- abandon (v.) -- to discard; to dump; to leave sb/sth permanently || related words: abandoned
(adj.), abandonment (n.) 02 -- abase (v.) -- to do sth that makes people have less respect for you; to degrade || related word:
abasement (n.) 03 -- abashed (adj.) -- ashamed in a social situation; embarrassed 04 -- abate (v.) -- to become very weak; to fade
away; to subside || related word: abatement (n.) 05 -- abdicate (v.) -- to step down from the position of being king; to renounce;
to give up || related word: abdication (n.) 06 -- aberrant (adj.) -- abnormal, unsocial or weird; nonstandard || related word:
aberration (n.) 07 -- abet (v.) -- to assist, encourage or support sb in doing sth illegal, immoral, etc. 08 -- abhor (v.) -- to
extremely hate or dislike sb/sth for ethical reasons; to detest || related words: abhorrent (adj.), abhorrence (n.) 09 -- abide
(v.) -- to reside somewhere 10 -- abiding (adj.) -- (of feelings, ideas, etc.) long-lasting 11 -- abject (adj.) -- having no hope
or self-esteem; miserable || related word: abjectly (adv.) 12 -- abjure (v.) -- to give up a belief or idea publicly; to renounce
13 -- ablaze (adj.) -- on fire; afire | full of strong feelings, bright lights, etc. 14 -- ablutions (n.) -- an action of cleaning
or washing yourself 15 -- abnegate (v.) -- to reject sth that you like; to renounce || related word: abnegation (n.) 16 -- abode
(n.) -- the place where you reside/live; residence 17 -- abolish (v.) -- to get rid of a law, rule, etc. officially; to eliminate
|| related words: abolition (n.), abolitionist (n.) 18 -- abominate (v.) -- to hate intensely || related words: abominable (adj.),
abomination (n.) 19 -- aboriginal (adj.) -- primitive 20 -- abortive (adj.) -- (of an action) unsuccessful 21 -- abound (v.) -- to
be plentiful 22 -- about-turn (n.) -- a reversal of a plan or opinion, etc. 23 -- above board (adj./adv.) -- honest or genuine /
honestly or genuinely 24 -- abrasion (n.) -- cut or scratch 25 -- abrasive (adj.) -- rough | rude || related words: abrasively
(adv.), abrasiveness (n.) 26 -- abreast (adv.) -- side by side 27 -- abridge (v.) -- to shorten a book, etc. || related words:
abridged (adj.), abridgment (n.) 28 -- abrogate (v.) -- to officially cancel a law || related word: abrogation (n.) 29 -- abrupt
(adj.) -- sudden | impolite || related words: abruptly (adv.), abruptness (n.) 30 -- abscond (v.) -- to run away; to escape 31 -abseil (v.) -- to descend a steep cliff 32 -- absolution (n.) -- forgiveness 33 -- absolutism (n.) -- rule by dictator; autocracy
|| related word: absolutist (adj./n.) 34 -- absolve (v.) -- to officially forgive somebody 35 -- abstain (v.) -- to give up or
stay away from sth bad, illegal or immoral | to decide not to cast your vote in election | related words: abstainer (n.),
abstention (n.) 36 -- abstemious (adj.) -- self-disciplined 37 -- abstinence (n.) -- restraint from eating or drinking because of
ethical reasons | related word: abstinent (adj.) 38 -- abstracted (adj.) -- absentminded || related word: abstractedly (adv.) 39
-- abstruse (adj.) -- that cannot be understood easily; obscure 40 -- abundant (adj.) -- plentiful || related word: abundantly
(adv.) 41 -- abut (v.) -- to be next to sth; to adjoin 42 -- abysmal (adj.) -- extremely bad || related word: abysmally (adv.) 42
-- abyss (n.) -- enormously deep hole 44 -- accede (v.) -- to give approval to a plan, request, etc. | to become ruler 45 -accentuate (v.) -- to highlight something; to emphasize || related word: accentuation (n.) 46 -- accession (n.) -- the state of
becoming a ruler
related word: abhorrence; abject -- hopeless; abjure -- to renounce; abnormal -- unusual
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Pocket Posh Word Power
Word Power Dictionary
Oxford Wordpower Dictionary, 4th Edition
improve your English as you build your vocabulary
The Most Effective Vocabulary Builder in the English Language
500 Words and Their Synonyms A synonym is a word that has the same or nearly the same meaning as another word. Sample This: English Synonyms – A 001. ABET -- (meaning) to encourage somebody to do
something illegal Synonyms for ‘Abet’ -- incite / instigate / provoke ****** 002. ABEYANCE -- (meaning) being stopped for a period of time Synonyms for ‘Abeyance’ -- dormancy / intermission / suspension
****** 003. ABILITY -- (meaning) the fact that somebody is able to do something Synonyms for ‘Ability’ -- aptitude / capability / competence / knack / potential / proficiency / skill / talent ****** 004. ABLAZE
-- (meaning) burning; on fire Synonyms for ‘Ablaze’ -- aflame / afire / alight ****** 005. ABRASIVE -- (meaning) not smooth Synonyms for ‘Abrasive’ -- coarse / harsh / rough ****** 006. ABSENCE -(meaning) not available, present, etc. Synonyms for ‘Absence’ -- nonexistence / nonappearance / nonattendance ****** 007. ABSTRUSE -- (meaning) difficult to understand Synonyms for ‘Abstruse’ -- arcane /
complicated / convoluted / esoteric / garbled / inarticulate / incoherent / incomprehensible / indecipherable / inexplicable / intricate / obscure / rarefied / recondite / unfathomable / unintelligible / unplumbed
****** 008. ABUSE -- (meaning) unfair or cruel treatment Synonyms for ‘Abuse’ -- brutality / cruelty / exploitation / ill-treatment / maltreatment / mistreatment / misuse / spitefulness / viciousness ****** 009.
ABYSS -- (meaning) a very deep crack in the ground Synonyms for ‘Abyss’ -- chasm / gulf ****** 010. ACCEDE -- (meaning) to agree to a demand, request, proposal, etc. Synonyms for ‘Accede’ -- acquiesce /
approve / assent / commend / comply / endorse / grant / permission / ratify / sanction ****** 011. ACCENTUATE -- (meaning) to make something more noticeable Synonyms for ‘Accentuate’ -- emphasize /
highlight / underline / underscore ****** 012. ACCLIMATIZE -- (meaning) to get used to the new situation Synonyms for ‘Acclimatize’ -- adapt / adjust ****** 013. ACCOMPLISH -- (meaning) to succeed in
getting something Synonyms for ‘Accomplish’ -- attain / conquer / manage ****** 014. ACCOST -- (meaning) to come near to somebody/something Synonyms for ‘Accost’ -- advance / approach / confront
****** 015. ACCREDITED -- (meaning) officially recognized Synonyms for ‘Accredited’ -- certified / endorsed / licensed ****** 016. ACCRUAL -- (meaning) increase in something over a period of time
Synonyms for ‘Accrual’ -- accretion / addition / amassing / buildup / gathering ****** 017. ACCUSE -- (meaning) to say somebody is guilty of something Synonyms for ‘Accuse’ -- arraign / blame / charge /
impeach / indict / prosecute ****** 018. ACQUIT -- (meaning) to say officially that somebody is not guilty of a crime Synonyms for ‘Acquit’ -- absolve / exculpate / exonerate ****** 019. ADMIRATION -(meaning) praise or approval Synonyms for ‘Admiration’ -- acclaim / accolade / applause / approbation / commendation / ovation ****** 020. ADMIRING -- (meaning) behavior that shows that you respect
somebody/something Synonyms for ‘Admiring’ -- chivalrous / considerate / courteous / deferential / gracious / respectful / reverent / reverential ****** 021. ADROIT -- (meaning) skillful and accurate Synonyms
for ‘Adroit’ -- agile / deft / dexterous / natty / nifty / nimble / swift ****** 022. ALARMING -- (meaning) causing feeling of fear and worry Synonyms for ‘Alarming’ -- baffling / bewildering / confounding /
disconcerting / disquieting / distressing / perplexing / puzzling / tormenting / upsetting / worrying ******
Discusses ways to expand vocabulary, featuring everyday words that are the essentials of a good vocabulary, lessons and exercises to utilize words in context, and tips on how to figure out new words and roots.
Updated with the latest vocabulary and NEW Oxford iWriter on CD-ROM, the new edition of Wordpower builds vocabulary fast and develops writing skills.Updated with over 500 new words, phrases and
meanings, Oxford Wordpower Dictionary is a corpus-based dictionary that provides the tools intermediate learners need to build vocabulary and prepare for exams. Oxford 3000(tm) keyword entries show the
most important words to know in English. This edition includes new Topic Notes, Exam Tips and Writing Tips, and a 16-page Oxford Writing Tutor.Students can search the A-Z dictionary by word or topic on the
CD-ROM, and use the exercises to practise for international exams.NEW on the CD-ROM: Oxford iWriter for B1-B2 students to develop writing skills, and the iGuide, an interactive tutorial to help students
explore dictionary entries.
Electronic Oxford Wordpower Dictionary
For Arabic-speaking Learners of English
Dictionary of Root Words
Dictionary of English Synonyms: Vocabulary Building
Instant Word Power
Business jargon can get your foot in the door . . . or get the door slammed in your face. Learn the right ways and contexts in which to use vogue words such as stakeholder, kanban, and
throughput to get noticed for the "right" reasons inside Pocket Posh Word Power: 120 Words to Use in a Job Interview. This Pocket Posh Word Power collection promises a gargantuan
vocabulary boost inside an effortlessly portable, ergonomic package that features fun cover embellishments, an elastic band closure, and a convenient lay-flat binding. In addition, each entry
provides pronunciation, part of speech, definition, usage in a sentence, and etymology information.
The Exclusive Method You Can Use to Learn—Not Just Memorize—Essential Words A powerful vocabulary expands your world of opportunity. Building your word power will help you write
more effectively, communicate clearly, score higher on standardized tests like the SAT, ACT, or GRE, and be more confident and persuasive in everything you do. Using the exclusive Fiske
method, you will not just memorize words, but truly learn their meanings and how to use them correctly. This knowledge will stay with you longer and be easier to recall—and it doesn't take any
longer than less-effective memorization. How does it work? This book uses a simple three-part system: 1. Patterns: Words aren't arranged randomly or alphabetically, but in similar groups based
on meaning and origin that make words easier to remember over time. 2. Deeper Meanings, More Examples: Full explanations—not just brief definitions—of what the words mean, plus multiple
examples of the words in sentences. 3. Quick Activities: Frequent short quizzes help you test how much you've learned, while helping your brain internalize their meanings.
These volumes have been developed specifically to help you increase your overall ability to use words. "Word Power", the collection of skills and techniques that enable a person to
communicate effectively, is perhaps the most vital area for personal growth that you will ever encounter.
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The Most Effective System for Building a Vocabulary That Gets Results Fast
Word Power Made Easy 3 (Daily Actions) 英語詞彙力精讀（日常動作篇）
Reader's Digest word power dictionary
120 Words that Are Fun to Say
From absquatulate to zoilist to words found in between (such as hullabaloo, phantasmagorical, and obstreperous), Pocket Posh Word Power: 120 Words That Are Fun to Say offers a list of
smile-inducing words that will raise everyone's spirits along with their word power. This Pocket Posh Word Power collection promises a gargantuan vocabulary boost inside an effortlessly
portable, ergonomic package that features fun cover embellishments, an elastic band closure, and a convenient lay-flat binding. In addition, each entry provides pronunciation, part of speech,
definition, usage in a sentence, and etymology information.
Oxford Wordpower DictionaryOxford University Press ELT
"It would take years of reading to learn the vocabulary succinctly provided in Word Power. The dictionary contains everything from slang (cool, zulued) to scholarship (soliloquy, archaic smile),
to science (azimuth), with some added hokum (Montezuma's revenge). Each entry is defined, given a pronunciation, and used in four sample sentences. Where possible, synonyms, antonyms,
and etymology are provided, as well. With its painstaking selection and pithy examples, Word Power is suitable for students, professionals, and anyone interested in the storied and variegated
English language."--BOOK JACKET.
120 Job Interview Words You Should Know
For Learners of English
A new edition of this highly successful dictionary for Arabic learners of English
Empower Yourself! 750 Words for the Real World
American Wordpower Dictionary
An outstanding reference tool for students of American English.
This is the dictionary thousands of students rely on to help them learn more words - and how to use them. It includes - 3000 keywords; synonyms and opposites; topic notes; shortcuts; 36000 examples of
how words are used; 1000 new words; 4400 collocations - the words that always go together; 3200 grammar patterns; 1400 phrasal verbs and 2600 idioms; 220 illustrations; 16 colour pages; 48 study pages.
New words and phrases Arabic translations of all headwords, derivatives, phrasal verbs and idioms Interactive CD-ROM with instant look up, pronunciation, reference pages, games and exercises Oxford
3000™ - the most important and useful words to learn are marked with a key symbol 16-page colour topic vocabulary section helps build vocabulary
Dictionary of Difficult Words: 5000 English Words
Greek and Latin Roots
Dictionary of Root Words: Greek and Latin Roots
Word Power Dictionary-U. K.
Oxford WordPower Dictionary

Oxford 3000™ keyword entries show students the most important words to know in English 'Other Words for' notes give synonyms and opposites to bring variety to students' language
Topic Notes give the language and information to talk confidently about topics such as mobile phones, films, the internet, etc Shortcuts take students quickly to the meaning they want
A collection of vocabulary quizzes and games is accompanied by information on word roots and derivations and essays on words by Isaac Asimov, R. Buckminster Fuller, Walter D.
Glanze, and others
Written specifically for intermediate students of English as a second or foreign language. Helps build vocabulary, understand how words relate to each other, avoid common mistakes,
and write and speak better English. Includes example sentences based on authentic American sources showing how words are really used in today's English; and numerous notes
explaining common difficulties and showing links and contrasts between words.
The World Book Complete Word Power Library
Kaplan Word Power
English-Arabic Dictionary A - Z
Word Power Made Easy
Reader's Digest Wordpower Dictionary
WORD POWER Made Easy series The Most Effective Handbooks for Building a Superior Vocabulary The Word Power Made Easy series is designed to give readers
the most effective method for building their vocabulary. It presents the essential core of words that students at secondary schools must know and be
able to use fluently for academic success. The 2,000+ words and phrases presented in four books altogether constitute an essential vocabulary for ESL
students and test-takers, as well as others who speak English as their second language. Each book contains 500+ English terms presented in a series of
brief word-building units. Each unit introduces 10 to 15 synonyms explained in simple language and example sentences. Difficult entries are accompanied
by phonetic translation. Pre-reading quizzes and post-reading activities help you put your words into practice and measure your word-building progress.
An indispensable tool for you to prepare for standardized tests, including the SAT, ESL, TOEFL and TOEIC. 以中學生的英文程度為起點，從同義詞出發學好英文！
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本書是一個系列，每本以主題劃分，介紹50個常用詞彙，並為讀者搜羅與此相關的10-15個同義詞，提供簡單中英文解說，附以中英對照的例句，讓以英語為第二語言的讀者們可以輕鬆掌握詞彙準確而多變的用法。
舉例說，在這冊《日常動作篇》中，要說解釋，你第一時間想到的是否「Explain」？但其實還可以視乎情況使用account for、justify、illustrate、spell something out等！這樣就能在日常生活中展示你的多元化英語能力！
以每組常用詞為單位，還設有課前小測試及課後練習活動，讓讀者可以知道自己的學習進度，針對改善弱點。 這本書既可以幫助一般讀者改善日常英語的詞彙能力，也是參加規範式考試，包括SAT、ESL、TOFEL及TOEIC的精讀工具！
What are “Root Words”? A root or root word is a word that is used to form another word. It is also called a base word. A root does not have a prefix (a
letter or group of letters added to the beginning of a word) or a suffix (a letter or group of letters added to the end of a word). The root is the
primary lexical unit of a word, and of a word family. For example, pure is a root. By adding prefixes and suffixes, the following words could be made:
impure, purity, pureness Similarly, play and move are root words. By adding prefixes and suffixes, the following words could be made: plays, played,
playing, player moving, movement, moved, movable, mover, movingly In this book, I have given the most common Greek and Latin roots which are used in
English language. Sample This: Root Words -- A AGG Origin: Latin | Meaning: collected Examples: agglomerate -- to collect things and form them into a
mass or group | related word: agglomeration aggrandize -- to increase your importance or power | related word: aggrandizement aggregate -- to put
together different items, amounts, etc. into a single total | related words: aggregation, aggregator ****** ALTR/ALTER Origin: Latin | Meaning: other
Examples: altruism -- caring about the needs of other people | related word: altruistic alterable -- that can be changed | related word: unalterable
altercation -- noisy argument alternate -- to follow one after other | related words: alternately, alternation, alternative ****** ANIM Origin: Latin |
Meaning: breath; life; soul Examples: animal -- a living creature animate -- having life; to make something full of liveliness | related words:
animated, animatedly, animation, animato, animator, inanimate animateur -- a person who promotes social activities animism -- the belief that natural
objects have a living soul | related words: animist, animistic animosity -- a strong feeling of opposition equanimity -- calm state of mind magnanimous
-- kind, forgiving, generous | related words: magnanimity, magnanimously pusillanimous -- lack of courage unanimous -- agreeing with others | related
word: unanimously ****** Some More Root Words -- A Root Word [Origin] -- Meaning | Example(s) (Related Words in Bracket) a [Greek] -- not | atheism,
apolitical, atypical ablat [Latin] -- remove | ablation ablut [Latin] -- wash | ablutions abort [Latin] -- born too soon | abortion abras [Latin] -- rub
off | abrasion (abrasive, abrasively, abrasiveness) abstemi [Latin] -- controlled; moderate | abstemious abund [Latin] -- overflow | abundance
(abundant, abundantly) ac [Latin] -- to, toward | accept (acceptability, acceptable, acceptably, acceptance, acceptation) acanth [Greek] -- thorn |
acanthus acet [Latin] -- vinegar | acetate, acetic, acetone achr [Greek] -- colorless | achromic acid [Latin] -- sour | acidic, acidify, acidosis,
acidulate (acidulation, acidulous) acm [Greek] -- summit | acme aco [Greek] -- relief | aconite acous [Greek] -- hear | acoustic (acoustical,
acoustically, acoustician, acoustics) adama [Greek] -- invincible | adamant (adamantly) ade [Greek] -- enough | adequate (adequacy, adequately) adip
[Latin] -- fat | adipose adolesc [Latin] -- growing up | adolescent (adolescence) aer [Greek] -- air or atmosphere | aerate (aeration), aerial,
aerialist, aerobic (aerobics, anaerobic) agr [Latin] -- field | agrarian, agriculture (agriculturist, agricultural) ****** Other Root Words -- A Root
Word [Origin] -- Meaning aapt [Greek] -- indomitable, unfriendly abact [Latin] -- driven away abdit [Latin] -- secret/hidden ablep [Greek] -- loss of
sight abr [Greek] -- delicate abscis [Latin] -- cutoff absit [Latin] -- distant aca [Greek] -- a point; silence acar [Greek] -- tiny accip [Latin] -allow, snatch accliv [Latin] -- steep; up-hill accresc [Latin] -- increase ace [Greek] -- heal acer [Latin] -- sharp acerv [Latin] -- pile acest [Greek]
-- healing; remedy
Oxford 3000™ keyword entries show students the most important words to know in English 'Other Words for' notes give synonyms and opposites to bring
variety to students' language Topic Notes give the language and information to talk confidently about topics such as mobile phones, films, the internet,
etc Shortcuts take students quickly to the meaning they want Wordpower Trainer booklet helps students get more from their dictionary and includes examstyle exercises CD-ROM includes the full A-Z dictionary, Oxford Wordfinder Dictionary, Oxford Genie, plus language games and exercises to expand and
practise vocabulary
Oxford American Wordpower Dictionary
Oxford Wordpower Dictionary
Word Power
improve your English and build your vocabulary
Improve Your English as You Build Your Vocabulary

This rapid vocabulary builder created by Norman Lewis is a foolproof method of increasing your vocabulary. Learn the derivation and meaning of thousands of words!
The Compact Oxford Dictionary, Thesaurus, and Wordpower Guide is a brand-new three-in-one reference from Oxford. With a clear colour design, it gives easy access to essential everyday
vocabulary for all your writing needs. Use the dictionary to check spellings and meanings. Thousands of up-to-date words, phrases, and definitions are given in a clear and simple style,
making them easy to understand. Hundreds of notes on spelling and grammar help you get it right. Use the thesaurus to broaden your vocabulary and improve your writing skills. There are
thousands of alternative and opposite words, with the most useful synonym given first for ease of use. Thousands of real examples of usage show synonyms in context and help you identify
the correct sense. Use the Wordpower Guide to expand your vocabulary (or just indulge your fascination with words!) on topics such as phobias, countries of the world, foreign words and
phrases, and commonly confused words, and refer to the games andpuzzles wordbuilder for quick solutions to puzzles and crosswords. Compact and affordable, the Compact Oxford
Dictionary, Thesaurus, and Wordpower Guide is your perfect one-stop reference for home, school, and the office.
For intermediate learners of English.
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A Dictionary of Fascinating and Learned Words and Phrases for Vocabulary Enrichment
Fiske WordPower
Word Power Dictionary-H. K.
Free Worksheets
Oxford Wordpower Dictionary Special Price Edition*

Offering a step-by-step method to increase the reader's knowledge of the English language, this book provides a carefully structured series of chapters which deal with different language areas,
and builds confidence in the use of English with numerous tests in each section. It will encourage the reader to speak and write with confidence, read more effectively and efficiently and to
pronounce and spell correctly.
Test Your Word Power
Oxford Wordpower Dictionary for Arabic-speaking learners of English
Compact Oxford Dictionary, Thesaurus, and Wordpower Guide
Oxford Wordpower
Reader's Digest Southern African Word Power Dictionary
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